
First Grade September 2017

Phenology—What’s 
Happening Out There? 
Phenology is the study of how seasonal changes affect plants and 
animals.  Students will learn about observation techniques and 
recording information (data, technical drawing, sketching).  We 
will begin with an in-depth study of bees, and later expand our 
observations to a broader sense of seasonal changes in plants and 
animals.

This is an ongoing, year-long unit.  We encourage you and your 
budding phenologist to notice changes at home and in the 
community.

Check out our website at capitolhill.spps.org/1stgrade.html  
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CUB CORNER 
Respectful | Responsible | Safe | Kind | Mindful 

Teacher Information 

Marti Starr  
651-325-2430

martha.starr@stpaul.k12.mn.us

Leigah Locke
651-744-1706

leigah.locke@spps.org

Beth Brzinski 
651-325-2517

elizabeth.brzinski@spps.org

Jeanie Swenson    
651-325-2522  

jeanie.swenson@spps.org

Dates to Remember 

September  
6   Specialist Rotation begins 

Email 

We use emails that parents 
provided at Open House.  If 
you are not receiving a weekly 
email, please confirm your 
email address with your 
child’s teacher. 
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Curriculum Notes 
Reader’s Workshop 
First graders will participate in the launch of Readers’ Workshop by learning rituals and 
routines used by good readers.  Teachers will collect a variety of reading data to challenge and 
reach each child’s needs.  Reading every day with your child continues to encourage love of 
reading and good reading habits.

Writer’s Workshop 
First graders introduction to ‘writing volumes’ begins with the study of the writing process.  
The district has implemented Common Core Writing Curriculum, which focuses on building 
writing stamina and producing many writing experiences.  We will also begin printing practice 
using Handwriting Without Tears curriculum. Stay tuned for information about our vocabulary 
study~ your child will have fun learning and using many new words.

Everyday Math 
Teachers will provide a variety of math lessons the first month of school to collect data of 
students’ math skills and strengths.  Mindful decisions will be made for appropriate ‘just right’ 
math placement.  

Specialist Rotation 
First graders will go to specialist classes on a three-week rotation.  However, the first week of 
school they will rotate daily to acquaint themselves with the variety of classes offered.  See 
Monday email for your child’s first specialist class.

Mindful Home Activities

The first grade team is encouraging voice, choice, and mindfulness when at home. Students are 

encouraged to get in the routine of reading daily and are also encouraged to play outside, 

observe nature, take time as a family to explore ares of interest as well as areas of growth 

(math facts, reading, printing/writing). Mindful home activities may include: 

Take a phenology walk  
Write a story  
Practice mindful eating  
Teach a friend how to belly breathe Read a book  
Make cookies  
Set/Clean up the table  
Dramatize hibernation/migration and staying active Learn how to tie your shoes  
Play a sport  
Learn a musical instrument  
ANYTHING YOUR FAMILY CHOOSES! 
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Capitol Hill is… 

Student Wellness
First graders will practice Self Awareness.  
We will work to be responsible, 
respectful, safe and kind by implementing 
strategies that promote relaxation, 
attention, mindfulness, and self-
regulation. This month we will focus on 
belly-breathing.

Student Equity
Culturally relevant teaching and learning 
includes: realness, relevance, relationship, 
and rigor. The first months we will focus 
on building relationships and trust in a 
first grade classroom community.

Gifted Students
This first month of school will focus on 
creativity strategies such as fluency, 
flexibility, originality, and elaboration.  
Teachers help students understand what 
‘just right’ means and how to apply effort 
and persistence strategies for continued 
growth.

Helpful Information
Blue folders are sent home daily and 
returned daily with a parent initial.

Lunch money is paid online or sent to 
school in an envelope with child’s name 
and pin number.

Field trips are paid through school 
fundraisers and cash donations ($100).  
First graders go on a variety of trips~all 
contributions are greatly appreciated.

Birthday students are honored and 
celebrated in our classrooms.  Food or 
gifts are not a part of our class birthday 
celebrations.
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